
COMPLEX VARIABLES: HOMEWORK PROBLEMS FOR SECTION 2.4

Please note: These problems are, for the most part, modified Problems 4 – 10 from Section 2.4 of your
textbook. You are encouraged to refer to formulations in the textbook, and the hints in the back of the
book. Also note: We will discuss this material in class on both Tuesday and Thursday, 2/2 and 2/4; for
problem (4) you will most likely need lecture notes from the class on Thursday 2/4.

(1) Find a branch of the square root that is continuous along:

(a) negative real axis;

(b) both negative and positive parts of the real axis.
For each of the branches offer a formula which describes it, and emphasize the location of the
corresponding branch cut.

(2) Find four different branches of the cube root function; one of those can be the principal branch.
For each of your four branches do the following:

(a) Offer a formula for your branch. In cases when your branch is not the principal branch,
also offer an explicit (possibly piece-wise defined) expression which relates your branch to the
principal one.

(b) Evaluate your branch at several complex numbers.

(c) What is the range of your branch?

(d) Where is your branch continuous?

(e) Where is the corresponding branch cut located?

(f) Make a rough illustration explaining the action of your branch on the real (horizontal) and
imaginary (vertical) grid-lines. No algebra is expected – just visualization.

(3) Describe the Riemann surface for f(z) = z
1
3 and, more generally, f(z) = z

1
n . Attempt to provide

a sketch.

(4) Describe / sketch locations on the Riemann surface for the cube root function which, under the

mapping w = z
1
3 , map to the following:

(a) The point w = ei
π
2 ;

(b) The point w = ei(
π
2
+ 2π

3
);

(c) The point w = ei(
π
2
+ 4π

3
);

(d) The sector −π
3 < Arg(w) < 2π

3 ;

(e) The sector 0 < Arg(w) < 3π
4 ;

(f) The sector 1 < |w| < 2, −3π
4 < Arg(w) < 0;

(g) The unit circle |w| = 1;

(h) The top half of the unit circle |w| = 1;

(i) The circle |w − 2| = 1.

(5) Do Problem 10 from Section 2.4 of your text.
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